INTRODUCTION
The fuzzy structure theory was introduced by Soize 1 in order to model structural complexity in the medium frequency range. This structural complexity plays a fundamendal role in the response of a master structure coupled with complex substructures in the context of structural-acoustic systems. In 1993, a second fuzzy impedance law was proposed 2 to model the case of fuzzy substructures attached to the master structure through a continuous junction.
Since 1993, much research has been published concerning the problem of a master structure coupled with a large number of simple linear oscillators 3−18 and a few concerning continuous cases 19−22 . Two main problems had to be solved to be able to apply the fuzzy structure theory (described in detail in Ref. 23 ) to the case of continuous junctions. The first problem was related to the construction of a procedure for identifying the fuzzy structure parameters in order to solve complex problems and to allow experimental identifications to be performed.
The second one, which requires solving the first, is related to validation of the fuzzy structure
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theory for continuous junctions. A general procedure has been developed 24 to solve the first problem. In this paper, we present a first validation of the fuzzy structure theory for continuous junctions between the master structure and the fuzzy substructures. We introduce a new cost function replacing the cost function previously introduced 24 . It allows an efficient estimation of the fuzzy structure parameters using a procedure based on the statistical energy approach.
In Section I, we introduce the reference complex structure, its model and the numerical simulation of its response. All the validations are performed with respect to this reference.
Section II deals with modeling of the reference complex structure using the fuzzy structure theory. In Section III, we present the procedure for estimating the fuzzy structure mean parameters. Finally, the last section is devoted to validation by comparison with reference results.
I. REFERENCE COMPLEX STRUCTURE MODEL AND NUMERICAL SIMULA-TION OF ITS RESPONSE
The complex structure consists of a master structure coupled with four complex substructures (see Figure 1 ). The master structure is constituted of two rectangular homogeneous isotropic thin plates denoted as (1) and (2), in bending mode and simply supported. Plate (1) is coupled to plate (2) along their common edge; the rotation around this edge is continuous. The complex substructures are denoted as (a), (b), (c) and (d) and are constituted of a rectangular homogeneous isotropic thin plate on which many simple linear oscillators are attached. The plate of each complex substructure is in bending mode, simply supported and coupled to a plate of the master structure along their common edge; the rotation around this edge is continuous.
Consequently, there is a continuous junction between each complex substructure and the master structure. Two plates belonging to different complex substructures are not coupled along their common edge (there is coupling only between each complex substructure and the master structure). The method used to construct the model of the reference complex structure consists in constructing the generalized impedance matrix of an isolated plate belonging to the master structure and an isolated complex substructure. Then the isolated subsystems constituting the reference complex structure are coupled using a Lagrange multiplier technique in order to express the continuity of the rotation on the junctions.
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A. Generalized impedance matrix of an isolated plate belonging to the master structure Each rectangular thin plate (r) (with r equal to 1 or 2) of the master structure is referenced to an (x, y) local coordinate system and is located in plane Oxy. This plate has a constant thickness, a length L r1 , a width L r2 , surface-mass density ρ r (mass per unit area), a constant damping rate ξ r and a constant flexural rigidity D r . The domain of this plate (middle surface) is defined by
We consider linear vibrations of this plate formulated in the frequency domain ω. The transverse displacement of plate (r) in a point (x, y) is denoted as u r (ω, x, y). The external forces applied to the plate are represented by a complex-valued function f r (ω, x, y). The bending moment around the edges of plate (r) is denoted as M n r in which n r is the outward unit normal to the boundary ∂Ω r of domain Ω r . The boundary value problem is written as
The boundary value problem defined by Eq. (1) is solved using the Ritz-Galerkin method for which the complete family of independent functions in the admissible function space is constituted of the normal modes related to the simply supported plate. We then introduce the normal modes
and the corresponding eigenfrequencies
in which = (β 1 , β 2 ) where β 1 and β 2 are positive integers. The finite dimension approximation of field u r is written as u r (ω, x, y) = ∈B r q r (ω) ϕ r (x, y) in which B r is the set of all the pairs of integers (β 1 , β 2 ) such that u r (ω, x, y) approaches u r (ω, x, y). Let q r (ω) and f r (ω) be the vectors of generalized coordinates and generalized forces such that
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with δ ′ = 1 if = ′ and = 0 otherwise. 
B. Generalized impedance matrix of an isolated complex substructure
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The boundary value problem defined by Eq. (6) is solved similarly to Eq. (1), introducing the normal modes,
and the corresponding eigenfrequencies,
in which = (β 1 , β 2 ) where β 1 and β 2 are positive integers. The finite dimension approximation of field u s is written as u s (ω, x, y) = ∈B s q s (ω) ϕ s (x, y) in which B s is the set of all the pairs of integers (β 1 , β 2 ) such that u s (ω, x, y) approaches u s (ω, x, y). As in Section I.A, we introduce vectors q s (ω) and f s (ω) such that
the generalized impedance complex dense matrix such that
C. Generalized impedance matrix of the reference complex structure
The coupling between two plates of the master structure or between the master structure and a complex substructure is obtained by writing the continuity of rotations along the junctions (it should be noted that the continuity of the displacement field is satisfied). These resulting 
vectors of the generalized coordinates of the master structure and the complex substructures respectively, and p mast (ω) and 
in which [Z 1 (ω)] and [Z 1 (ω)] are defined by Eq. (5) and introduced by the Lagrange multipliers. Equation (13) can be rewritten as
In general, and in particular for the reference complex structure under consideration, the matrix of Eq. (16) 
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D. Dynamical response of the reference complex structure
The response of the reference complex structure is obtained on the frequency band of analysis substructures do not significantly affect the responses of the master structure. In mediumfrequency band [300 , 1000] Hz, the complex substructures play an important role in the response of the master structure, inducing an apparent strong damping in the master structure due to the power flow from the master structure to the structural complexity.
II. MODELING THE REFERENCE COMPLEX STRUCTURE USING THE FUZZY STRUCTURE THEORY
The fuzzy structure theory 23 is used to model the reference complex structure. The junctions between plate (1) of the master structure and its two attached fuzzy substructures (a) and (b)
are denoted as Γ respectively (see Fig. 5 ).
A. Generalized impedance matrix of a master-structure plate coupled with its fuzzy substructures
Using the same notation as in Section I.A and denoting random displacement u r as U r , the boundary value problem related to plate (r) of the master structure coupled with its attached fuzzy substructures is written as 
in which random variable Z ℓ r,fuz (ω; s, s ′ ) is written as
is the Dirac function and where
is the homogeneous fuzzy impedance law of fuzzy substructure ℓ such that
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In Eqs. (21) and (22), {X ℓ r,1 , X ℓ r,2 , X ℓ r,3 , X ℓ r,4 } are mutually independent second-order normalized random variables (centered and with a variance of 1) with a uniform probability
in which Ð 
In Eqs. (23) 
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It is assumed that a direct estimation of mean coefficients ξ ℓ r (ω) and n ℓ r (ω) can be obtained. Since the junction between plate (r) of the master structure and fuzzy substructure ℓ is continuous, the fuzzy structure theory yields α ℓ r ≪ 1. In order to construct the generalized impedance matrix of plate (r) of the master structure coupled with its fuzzy substructures, we use the Ritz-Galerkin method introduced in Section I.A. The boundary value problem defined by Eq. (18) 
(34)
As in section I.A, we introduce the vector Q r (ω) such that
and for all real ω, vector Q r (ω) is the solution of the complex matrix equation
is given by Eq. (5) and [Z r,fuz (ω)] is the generalized impedance complex dense matrix such that
in which
and
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B. Method for constructing the random response of the fuzzy structure
The coupling between the two plates of the master structure is written using Lagrange multipliers as in Section I.C. The generalized impedance matrix of the fuzzy structure is then
in which [Z mast (ω)] is defined by Eq. (14), vector Q mast (ω) is such that
in which Q r (ω) is defined by Eq. (35), P mast (ω) is the vector of the generalized coordinates of the Lagrange multipliers related to the coupling between the two plates of the master structure and where
in which [Z r,mean (ω)] and [Z r,rand (ω)] are defined by Eqs. (37) and (38) respectively. Equation (39) can be rewritten as
is a deterministic impedance matrix. The method used to solve Eq. (43) is based on the use of the Neumann series expansion. Consequently, we rewrite Eq. (43) as
and the inverse matrix of the matrix appearing on the left-hand side of Eq. (44) is denoted as [T det (ω)] (if this matrix is not invertible due to redundant equations induced by multiple connectivities in the master structure, then the method presented in Section I.C should be used
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to construct [T det (ω)]; for the present reference complex structure, since the master structure has only two plates, the matrix is invertible). We obtain the solution Q mast (ω) such that
Equation (45) is rewritten as
in which [I d ] is the identity matrix. An approximation of the inverse of matrix
is calculated using Neumann's series expansion limited to order 2 and
with
Q
(1)
From Eqs. (34), (35), (40), (46) to (50), we deduce that in a point (x, y) of plate (r) of the master structure, the random response can be written as
in which X ℓ is the ℓ-th coordinate of vector (X . The mean value and the variance of U r (ω, x, y) are denoted as E{U r (ω, x, y)} and V U r (ω, x, y) respectively and are defined by E{U r (ω, x, y)} = U r,det (ω, x, y) + E{U r,rand (ω, x, y)} ,
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In order to get more information about the random response level dB r (ω, x, y) = 20 log 10 (|U r (ω, x, y)|) of plate (r) expressed in dB, we construct the envelope of this random response in dB introducing the mean response level in dB dB 0 r (ω, x, y) = 20 log 10 (|E{U r (ω, x, y)}|) .
The upper envelope dB + r (ω, x, y) is then defined by
in which the lower envelope is such that
In Fig. 6 , the gray region represents the confidence region defined by the upper and lower envelopes of the frequency-response-function modulus corresponding to a given probability level P c . We construct the upper envelope using Chebychev's inequality which can be written
in which V U r (ω, x, y) is given by Eq. (54). Inequality (58) yields
in which dB − r (ω, x, y) is defined by Eq. (57) and dB + r (ω, x, y) = 20 log 10 (|E{U r (ω, x, y)}| + a r (ω, x, y)) ,
in which a r (ω, x, y) is such that
The confidence region calculated using the envelope defined by Eq. (59) is overestimated by comparison with a calculation made using Eq. (56), but the calculation is faster due to the use of an explicit numerical calculation of E{U r (ω, x, y)} and V U r (ω, x, y).
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III. ESTIMATION OF FUZZY STRUCTURE MEAN PARAMETERS
The fuzzy impedance law mean parameters α ℓ r and ν ℓ r of the fuzzy substructures introduced in Section II.A have to be estimated. Concerning mean parameter α ℓ r , we know that α ℓ r ≪ 1 due to the continuous junctions. A sensitivity analysis with respect to this mean parameter was performed 27 and showed that the frequency-independent values
were a good approximation. Concerning mean parameter ν ℓ r , we use the statistical energy approach introduced in Ref. 24 but using the following cost function
in which Ò = (ν
2 ); < Π r,diss (t; Ò; 0) > is the mean power dissipation in plate (r) of the master structure of the fuzzy structure, calculated using the fuzzy structure model;
< Π MSE r,diss (t) > is the mean power dissipation in plate (r) of the master structure of the reference complex structure, estimated using statistical energy analysis applied to the reference complex structure. These mean power dissipations are calculated for a limited band time-stationary stochastic excitation force applied to the master structure 23 . Consequently, the estimation Ò * of Ò is given by solving the following optimization problem
in which Ò ≥ 0 means ν 64) is not easy to solve because cost function J is not convex and each evaluation of J(Ò) needs an evaluation of < Π r,diss (t; Ò; 0) >. Consequently, we developed 26 an algorithm with two main steps. In the first step, a neighborhood D containing solution Ò * is constructed using a random search algorithm. Domain D is described by the polar coordinates (ρ, £) such
and is defined by
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The random search method is performed using a logarithmic scale for variable ρ. In Fig. 7 , the gray region illustrates the D region dimension 2. In the second step, the optimization problem defined by Eq. (64) is rewritten as
and is solved using Sequential Quadratic Programming 28 (SQP).
IV. VALIDATION
A. Description of the fuzzy structure modeling the reference complex structure 
B. Mean response
We consider the mean response of the fuzzy structure with zero deviation coefficients. Figures   9 to 11 show the modulus (in dB) of the frequency response function for the acceleration at points x 0 , x 1 and x 2 of the master structure; the thin solid lines represent the response of the reference complex structure and the thick solid lines represent the mean response of the fuzzy structure. It can be seen that the fuzzy structure's mean response with zero deviation coefficients gives a good representation of the reference complex structure response.
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C. Envelopes
We consider the envelopes of the fuzzy structure response with nonzero deviation coefficients.
The deviation coefficients associated with the participating inertial moments and the modal densities are nonzero and are taken as λ 
J 4 (ω; x, y) = y J 3 (ω; x, y) , 
